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Interfacial photoinduced carrier dynamics tuned
by polymerization of coronene molecules
encapsulated in carbon nanotubes: bridging
type-I and type-II heterojunctions†

Xiao-Ying Xie,a Jia-Jia Yang,b Xiang-Yang Liu,c Qiu Fang,b Wei-Hai Fangb and
Ganglong Cui *b

Carbon nanomaterials play important roles in modern scientific research. Integrating different carbon-

based building blocks into nano-hybrid architectures not only takes full advantage of each component,

but also brings in novel interfacial properties. Herein, we have employed density functional theory (DFT)

calculations to investigate the effects of polymerization degree of coronene molecules encapsulated in

single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) (19,0) on their interfacial properties. The present results reveal

that the interfacial properties of the formed heterojunctions are remarkably regulated by the

polymerization degree. For example, monomer- and dimer-encapsulated SWNTs are type-I

heterojunctions in which interfacial excitation energy transfer is preferred, whereas interfacial charge

carrier transfer is favorable in trimer- and polymer-encapsulated SWNTs because they are type-II

heterojunctions. On the other hand, we have employed the time-domain nonadiabatic dynamics

simulation approach to explore the interfacial carrier dynamics in type-II polymer-encapsulated SWNT

heterojunctions. It is found that the electron and hole transfer processes are asymmetric and occur in

opposite directions and at different rates. The former takes place from polymers to SWNTs in an

ultrafast way (ca. 370 fs), whereas the latter occurs slowly from SWNTs to polymers (ca. 24 ps). A closer

analysis uncovers the fact that the different carrier transfer rates mainly originate from the different

densities of the acceptor states, energy differences and inter-state couplings between the donor and

acceptor states. Finally, the present work demonstrates that the polymerization degree could act as a

new regulating strategy to tune the interfacial properties of molecule-encapsulated SWNT

heterojunctions.

Introduction

Since the discovery of C60 in 1985,1 a rich family of carbon-
based nanoscale materials, including carbon nanotubes
(CNTs),2,3 graphene,4 graphene nanoribbons (GNRs)5,6 and so
on, has been emerging and flourishing in the nanomaterials
science society.7 In recent years, the exploration of combining
different carbon-based nanoscale materials to fabricate novel
carbon nano-hybrid architectures has further broadened the

scope of materials science. Their potential applications in the
fields of photovoltaics, photodetectors, photocatalysts, etc. are
investigated experimentally and theoretically due to their
intrinsic unique interfacial properties.8–12 For instance, studies
on inserting C60

13,14 or GNRs15,16 into CNTs, placing single-
walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) among graphene planes,17

have been reported. On one hand, carbon-based hybrid
architectures formed by encapsulating SWNTs with GNRs
(GNR@SWNT) are expected to achieve high photo-to-electrical
conversion via effective charge separation between the two
components; on the other hand, SWNTs can act as protectors
of enclosed GNRs to prevent them from being destroyed.18,19

Polymerization of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH)
molecules is a facile and efficient method to construct
hydrogen-terminated GNRs encapsulated in SWNTs.20–27 In
the fusion reaction, a SWNT serves as a one-dimensional
reactor, compelling the PAH molecules to align edge-to-edge
and be polymerized step by step. Coronene is a typical PAH
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molecule, while the encapsulation products with SWNTs are
extremely sensitive to the preparation conditions. Talyzin and
coauthors demonstrated the formation of H-terminated GNRs
inside SWNTs through thermally induced coronene precursor
fusion.28 However, Okazaki et al. observed coaxially columnar
stacked coronene molecules inside nanometer-scale SWNTs
instead of GNRs.29 Later, Anoshkin and co-workers pointed
out that the difference between these two experiments is
ascribed to the choice of synthesis conditions: dimeric
coronene (dicoronylene) and molecular stacking columns are
obtained under high vacuum; in contrast, under an argon
atmosphere (0.17 MPa), the molecular blocks are polymerized
and fused to form GNRs.30 Notably, Talyzin et al. identified
coronene dimers and trimers during the step-by-step polymer-
ization process.28 So, a cornucopia of encapsulation products
can be obtained by controlling the synthesis conditions.26–33

Concomitant with the various encapsulation products are the
different interfacial properties and promising applications of
the corresponding nano-encapsulation systems.

The photophysical properties of polymer@SWNT nanocom-
posites are closely related to photoinduced charge and energy
transfer processes. Uncovering the photoinduced interfacial
carrier dynamics is of great importance to targeted-design
optoelectronic devices with improved performance. More
recently, Nakamura et al. explored the charge transfer process
and relaxation dynamics in coronene–polymer@SWNT
composites using a series of techniques.34 With the aid of energy
band structures calculated by local density approximation (LDA),
the authors ascribed the optical absorption at B1.7 and 3.4 eV in
the differential absorption spectra to the electron transitions
originating from the coronene polymer. After photoirradiation
with an excitation energy of 1.59 eV, a photoinduced electron–
hole pair is created in the encapsulated polymer coronene, and
then the electron is transferred to the SWNT on a timescale of
B0.38 ps. As mentioned above, one would obtain various
encapsulating systems via inserting coronene molecules into
SWNTs, e.g., monomer@SWNT, dimer@SWNT, trimer@SWNT,
and polymer@SWNT. However, as far as our knowledge extends,
systematic studies on the correlations between the distinct
polymerization degree of inserted coronenes and the photo-
induced carrier dynamics of integrated hybrid nanosystems are
scarce. Efforts are still desirable to map out more details of the
polymerization effects, which will lead to suitable applications of
integrated systems.

In this work, we aim at computationally exploring the effects
of the polymerization degree of coronenes encapsulated within
a specific (19,0) SWNT on their interfacial electronic structures
by using periodic DFT calculations. It is known that the band
alignment of heterojunctions is mainly classified into two types
(type I and type II) according to the relative position of both
the valence band maximum (VBM) and the conduction band
minimum (CBM) states of the two relevant components
(see Fig. S1 for the schematic diagram, ESI†). The results show
that the hybrid structures of SWNTs encapsulated with the
monomer and dimer coronene molecules, i.e., monomer@SWNT
and dimer@SWNT, belong to type-I heterojunctions, which are

beneficial for interfacial excitation energy transfer dynamics. In
obvious contrast, those encapsulated with the coronene trimer
and polymer, i.e., trimer@SWNT and polymer@SWNT, are type-II
heterojunctions. Their interfaces favor interfacial charge carriers,
i.e., electron or hole transfer. In addition to static electronic
structure calculations, we also simulate light-induced charge
carrier relaxation dynamics of the polymer@SWNT hetero-
junction using the recently developed DFT-based time-domain
nonadiabatic dynamics simulation approach implemented with
localized atomic orbital basis sets. It is found that the interfacial
electron transfer is two orders of magnitude faster than the hole
transfer upon photoexcitation at the polymer@SWNT hetero-
junction. The origin leading to this difference stems from the
different densities of the acceptor states, energy differences and
inter-state couplings between the donor and acceptor states
(see below).

Simulation details

A semi-conducting zigzag (19,0) SWNT with a diameter of
14.87 Å is chosen according to a previous study.34 Furthermore,
the adsorption energy indicating the binding strength between
the SWNT and polymer coronene is also calculated. The results
show that the larger the diameter is, the weaker the adsorption
is. This is due to the reduced van der Waals interactions
between the polymer coronene and SWNT.28 Meanwhile, if
the diameter of the SWNT is smaller than that of the (19,0)
SWNT, the semi-conducting nanotube would deform due to the
strong repulsion interactions between the coronene and SWNT.
Taken together, the zigzag (19,0) SWNT is selected as our
research model. Monomer and polymer coronenes are placed
flat inside the SWNTs to model a coronene–monomer-
encapsulated SWNT (containing 340 atoms) and coronene–
polymer-encapsulated SWNT (containing 368 atoms), respectively.
To avoid the arbitrary intermolecular interactions, the SWNTs are
elongated twice to integrate the dimer and trimer coronenes to
construct a coronene–dimer-encapsulated SWNT (containing
668 atoms) and coronene–trimer-encapsulated SWNT (containing
696 atoms), respectively. A vacuum layer of 10 Å is applied along
the directions normal to the axis of the SWNTs to avoid spurious
interactions between the two images. The density functional
theory (DFT) method implemented in the Quickstep/CP2K
package is employed to optimize the geometries and perform
adiabatic molecular dynamics simulations.35,36 The energy cutoff
for the real space grid is set to 400 Ry. The Perdew–Burke–
Ernzerhof (PBE) functional within the generalized gradient
approximation (GGA) is selected to deal with exchange–
correlation interactions.37 At the same time, the optimized
double-z Gaussian basis sets together with the Goedecker–Teter–
Hutter (GTH) pseudopotentials are used.38–42 The van der Waals
(vdW) interactions are taken into consideration by means of the
empirical dispersion correction method proposed by Grimme
et al.43 The Heyd–Scuseria–Ernzerhof (HSE06) functional with
the auxiliary density matrix method (ADMM) is used to recalculate
the density of states (DOS) and projected DOS (PDOS).44–46
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Only the gamma point is included in the calculations owing to the
rather large simulation models.

With respect to molecular dynamics simulations, a 1 ps
canonical molecular dynamics simulation is first performed to
heat the optimized geometry from 0 K to 300 K using the Nosé–
Hoover chain thermostat with a chain length of five.47,48 The
atomic time-step of nuclear propagation is set to 1.0 fs. Then,
100 initial conditions are randomly selected from a 5 ps
microcanonical trajectory.49–51 1000 surface-hopping trajectories
are propagated for each initial condition. Therefore, a total of
100 � 1000 trajectories are prepared for subsequent nonadia-
batic dynamics simulations (see Fig. S2 for the convergence test,
ESI†). For electron transfer, each trajectory propagates for 1 ps.
For hole transfer, the previous 5 ps microcanonical trajectory is
sequentially iterated three times resulting in a 15 ps trajectory
and then all the trajectories propagate for 6 ps.52,53 The empirical
quantum decoherence correction (0.1 a.u.) proposed by Granucci
et al. is adopted for surface-hopping dynamics simulations.54 The
reported dynamical results are averaged over all the prepared
trajectories. More theoretical backgrounds and simulation details
can be found in the ESI† and our previous studies.55–58

It is worth emphasizing that the present nonadiabatic carrier
dynamics simulation method is different from the linear-
response time-dependent density functional theory
(LR-TDDFT)-based nonadiabatic dynamics simulation method,
which has been widely used to simulate the excited-state
dynamics of isolated molecules.59–61 In the LR-TDDFT-based
nonadiabatic dynamics simulation, the total electronic wave-
function is linearly expanded with relevant adiabatic electron
states that are further linearly expanded with Slater determi-
nants from the LR-TDDFT calculations and an equation of
motion (EOM) is finally obtained based on the time-dependent
Schrödinger equation. However, such kind of nonadiabatic
dynamics simulations are not affordable computationally for
periodic systems. Instead, photoinduced nonadiabatic carrier
(hole or electron) dynamics simulations are adopted for
extended systems. In this situation, the total electron or hole
wavefunction is expanded linearly by relevant electron or hole
states (corresponding to the Kohn–Sham orbitals from the DFT
calculations). Similarly, an EOM turns out based on the time-
dependent Kohn–Sham equation from the TDDFT theory. Of
course, these two EOMs are mathematically the same, but the
associated quantities are different physically. The former needs
the energies of the electronic states and the relevant nonadia-
batic couplings between the electronic states, whereas the latter
needs the energies of the electron or hole states (i.e. Kohn–Sham
orbital energies) and the nonadiabatic couplings between these
orbitals. This scheme was proposed by Prezhdo and
coworkers62,63 and extensively applied to simulate the photo-
induced carrier dynamics of periodic systems.64,65

Results and discussion

In the optimized polymer@SWNT model, the coronene polymer is
coaxial with the SWNT and planar at the optimized minimum-energy

structure (see Fig. 1a). After heating to 300 K, the backbone of
the coronene polymer distorts much more significantly than
that of the SWNT due to the weaker rigidity (see Fig. S3, ESI†),
which is in accordance with Zhou’s results.66 Then, we have
studied the relative energies of the corresponding band states
that are involved in the charge transfer processes. Fig. 1a and
Fig. S3 (ESI†) detail the projected density of states (PDOS) of
polymer@SWNT at 0 K and 300 K calculated at the HSE06 level
(see Fig. S4 for PBE + D3, ESI†). The conduction band minimum
state, referred to as CBM in Fig. 1, and the five conduction states
of the SWNT (referred to as 714–718 in Fig. 1a) are lower than the
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the polymer in
the view of energy. In addition, HOMO is higher than the valence
band maximum (VBM) state. Clearly, the CBM state and the
higher five states of the SWNT are located between the HOMO
and LUMO of the polymer. In the same way, its HOMO is located
between the VBM and CBM states of the SWNT. The above
results corroborate that polymer@SWNT is a type-II hetero-
junction. That is, the charge transfer takes place after a suitable
photon is absorbed. To be more specific, when the polymer is
photoirradiated, an electron is excited into the LUMO and a hole
is simultaneously left in the HOMO (see Fig. 1a). Subsequently,
the excited electron that transferred from the polymer
component to the SWNT component is facile because this
process is thermodynamically exothermic. Alternatively, the hole
at the VBM state of the SWNT can move to the HOMO of the
polymer after the SWNT is photoexcited. In general, the PDOS
calculated by the HSE06 functional has larger energy gaps
compared to the PDOS obtained at the PBE + D3 level. For
example, the PBE + D3 calculated HOMO–LUMO gap of the
polymer is 0.83 eV versus 1.25 eV at the HSE06 level. Nonetheless,
these two methods share similar results and lead to the same
conclusion that the intrinsic force can drive the electron or hole
transfer process that occurs efficiently between the polymer and
the SWNT components depending on the different light-
harvesting components. The PDOS of polymer@SWNT at
300 K, calculated based on one snapshot, is also provided in
Fig. S3 (ESI†), which looks very similar to the one shown in
Fig. 1a. As mentioned above, the polymer@SWNT model is a
type-II heterojunction, which makes it crucial to attain considerable
open-circuit voltages. But, what will happen if the encapsulated
coronene molecules are not well polymerized in the SWNT? Do the
different polymerization degrees affect their interfacial properties?

To answer these questions, we further construct monomer@
SWNT, dimer@SWNT, and trimer@SWNT models in which all
the encapsulated monomer, dimer, and trimer are parallel to
the tube axis inside the SWNT. Note that for all the constructed
systems, the centroids of the embedded species well coincided
with that of the zigzag (19,0) SWNT used. The optimized
structures are presented in Fig. 1b–d. We also calculate the
DOS and PDOS of each heterojunction at the HSE06 and PBE +
D3 levels (see Fig. 1 and Fig. S4, ESI†). Evidently, the energy-
level alignment of monomer@SWNT between its two components
is different from that of polymer@SWNT (see Fig. 1b vs. Fig. 1a).
Both the VBM and CBM states of the SWNT are located between
the HOMO and LUMO of the encapsulated monomer, indicating
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that monomer@SWNT is a type-I heterojunction, unlike the
type-II polymer@SWNT heterojunction. In such a situation, upon
photoexcitation, an interfacial excitation energy transfer is
preferred to occur from the monomer to the SWNT component
since the LUMO and HOMO states of the monomer are higher
and lower than the CBM and VBM states of the SWNT
component, respectively. Similarly, dimer@SWNT is still a type-I
heterojunction (see Fig. 1c). But the HOMO state of the dimer is
up-shifted a lot to get close to the VBM state of the SWNT
component. Meanwhile, the LUMO state is slightly down-
shifted. Thus, the HOMO–LUMO gap of the dimer becomes
narrower than that in monomer@SWNT. The previous studies
also illustrate that the fusion of coronene molecules in a free
molecular phase can reduce the energy gap between HOMO and
LUMO.27,67 By extrapolating the energies of the VBM, HOMO,
CBM, and LUMO states, as shown in Fig. 2, one can easily find
that the HOMO state remains up-shifted and the LUMO state
remains down-shifted with the increase of the polymerization
degree. This may result from the elongation of the conjugated
carbon chain.

The turning point appears when the trimer is encapsulated
inside the SWNT used. The HOMO state of the trimer becomes
a little higher than the VBM state of the SWNT component,
which is qualitatively different from those observed in the
preceding monomer@SWNT and dimer@SWNT models,
although the LUMO state still stays above the CBM state of

the SWNT component. In other words, trimer@SWNT is
changed to a type-II heterojunction and its HOMO–LUMO gap
is reduced to 1.80 eV at the HSE06 level.

Upon further increasing the polymerization degree, the
energy of the HOMO state remains up-shifted and finally
becomes higher than the VBM state of the SWNT component
leading to a type-II heterojunction. At the same time, the energy

Fig. 2 HSE06 calculated energies of the VBM and CBM states of SWNT,
and the HOMO and LUMO states of monomer, dimer, trimer, and polymer
encapsulated within SWNT.

Fig. 1 HSE06 calculated projected density of states (PDOS) of (a) polymer@SWNT, (b) monomer@SWNT, (c) dimer@SWNT, and (d) trimer@SWNT on the
basis of the PBE + D3 optimized heterojunction structures. Color code: SWNT in purple and coronene-based monomer, dimer, trimer, and polymer in
green.
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gap between HOMO and LUMO continues to shrink to 1.25 eV
at the HSE06 level. Furthermore, the energy gap between the
LUMO state of the polymer and the CBM state of the SWNT
component continues to decrease, thereby further accelerating
the interfacial electron transfer from the former to the latter.
Differently, the energy gap between the HOMO state of the
polymer and the VBM state of the SWNT component becomes
larger than that at the turning point, i.e., trimer@SWNT.
Hence, the interfacial hole transfer from the SWNT component
to the polymer component should become slower than that in
trimer@SWNT (see Fig. 2).

Overall speaking, the present study has computationally
demonstrated that the polymerization degree of coronene
molecules embedded in a SWNT can tune the interfacial and
optoelectronic properties of a coronene-based SWNT hetero-
junction. First, the heterojunction changes from type-I to type-II.
This is mainly originated from the significant up-shifting and
down-shifting of the energies of the HOMO and LUMO states
from the monomer via dimer and trimer to the polymer
embedded in the SWNT used. The different alignment of
energy levels of the two components will completely change
the interfacial charge carrier dynamical behaviors. In type-I
heterojunctions, that is, monomer@SWNT and dimer@SWNT,
the excitation energy transfer from the monomer or dimer to the
SWNT is favorable in the view of energy.

In contrast, the interfacial hole and electron transfer
processes are preferred to occur between the trimer or polymer
and the SWNT in the trimer@SWNT or polymer@SWNT
heterojunction. On the other hand, the band gaps of the entire
heterojunction and its individual components also vary greatly
upon increasing the polymerization degree of the coronene
molecules embedded in the SWNT (Table 1). These differences
should lead to distinct optoelectronic properties, which is
worthy of further experimental exploration.

Recently, the experiments by Nakamura et al. demonstrated
that the interfacial charge carrier transfer across the interface of
polymer@SWNT occurs on an ultrafast timescale (B0.38 ps).34

But, only the electron transfer process through exciting polymer
coronene is studied by the experimental group.34 However, as
discussed above, the hole transfer from the SWNT to the polymer
coronene is facile when the SWNT acts as a light-harvesting
species. Even though the ends of these two plots are the same,

the involved rates of charge transfer could be quite different.68,69

What’s more, it is desirable to establish an in-depth under-
standing of the mechanisms and key factors that regulate the
complicated carrier dynamics driven by photoexcitation in
polymer@SWNT. To delve into this issue, the photoinduced
charge transfer processes between the SWNT and the polymer
coronene based on the coronene–polymer-encapsulated SWNT
hybrid system are further quantitatively investigated employing
the nonadiabatic molecular dynamics (NAMD) simulations.
This approach has been applied to tackle many photoinduced
charge transfer processes of carbon nanotube-related systems
before.66,69–77

It is clear from the preceding discussion that polymer@
SWNT is a type-II heterojunction. If the photoexcitation takes
place within the polymer component, the excited electron and
hole will occupy its LUMO and HOMO states, respectively.
When considering the band-edge excitation, the HOMO and
LUMO states will be occupied correspondingly. Since the LUMO
state of the embedded polymer is much higher than the CBM
state of the SWNT, the electron transfer from the former to the
latter is allowed in the view of energy. However, the corres-
ponding hole transfer process is inhibited because the HOMO
state is higher than the VBM state. Differently, if the SWNT is
photoexcited with the near-bandgap energy, the hole transfer
process from the SWNT component to the polymer component
opens up, whereas the electron transfer process is suppressed
because the CBM state of the SWNT is lower than the LUMO
state of the polymer. Taken together, one can find that the
dynamics of the interfacial electron and hole transfer is
asymmetric. Specifically, the SWNT excitation benefits the hole
transfer to the polymer while the polymer excitation drives the
electron transfer to the SWNT. This asymmetric feature might
be exploited to control the direction of the interfacial charge
carrier dynamics in the SWNT–coronene-based hybrid hetero-
junctions. Next, we will employ the DFT-based time-domain
nonadiabatic carrier dynamics simulation approach to explore
these two asymmetric interfacial carrier processes.

First, we focus on the interfacial electron transfer to the
SWNT from the photoexcited polymer. As discussed above,
upon the band-edge excitation energy, ca. 1.25 eV at the
HSE06 level, the excited electron will occupy the LUMO state,
which is hence selected as the initial electron state. As seen
from Fig. S5 and S6 (ESI†), this state is of obvious p character
and its spatial distribution is completely localized within the
polymer itself without any residual wavefunction on the SWNT.
Below this electron donor state, there are six acceptor states
available (index: 713 to 718). So, there are seven electron states
included in the electron transfer simulation. The population of
each considered state with time evolution over the electron
transfer simulation is presented in Fig. S7a (ESI†). The electron
population of the LUMO state decreases to 0.2 within 1 ps.
Meanwhile, the population of state-718 first increases to its
maximum value at ca. 220 fs and soon starts to decrease.
However, the population of state-717 keeps increasing within
1 ps. As mentioned above, both state-717 and state-718 are
energetically close to each other (see Fig. 1a and 3). So, the

Table 1 Band gaps; HOMO and LUMO energies of the coronene-based
monomer, dimer, trimer, and polymer; VBM and CBM energies of the
SWNT calculated at the HSE06 level (in eV)a

Band gap HOMO LUMO VBM CBM

Monomer@SWNT 0.60 �1.00 2.56 �0.30 0.30
Dimer@SWNT 0.52 �0.42 1.83 �0.26 0.26
Trimer@SWNT 0.52 �0.24 1.56 �0.28 0.25
Polymer@SWNT 0.58 �0.12 1.13 �0.46 0.14

a VBM/CBM and HOMO/LUMO represent the highest occupied and
lowest unoccupied states of the SWNT and coronene-based compo-
nents, respectively; band gap is calculated based on the highest
occupied and lowest unoccupied levels of the whole heterojunction
system.
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electron populated on state-718 that transferred from the LUMO
state quickly evolves into state-717. It can be seen from Fig. S7a
(ESI†) that only a small number of electrons successively decay to
lower states, i.e., state-715, state-714, and state-713 within the 1
ps dynamics simulation. The electron trapped in state-717 is
mainly caused by the large energy gap between state-717 and
state-716 as shown in Fig. 3. Because the inter-state couplings
are reversely proportional to the energy gaps involved, one can
see small nonadiabatic couplings between state-717 and state-
716, which is estimated to be 0.52 kcal mol�1 averaged over the 5
ps trajectory. Therefore, the large energy gap and small cou-
plings block the further electron cooling process to the lower
conduction bands of the SWNT.

The time-dependent population of the number of electrons
survived in the polymer due to the interfacial electron transfer
process is projected out in Fig. 4a. The electron transfer process is
completed within 0.37 ps attained through a single-exponential

function fitting of the remaining electrons in the polymer. The
timescale agrees well with the time constant of 0.38 ps obtained
experimentally.34

The interfacial hole transfer process is due to the SWNT
excitation, as discussed before. Although this process is not
explored explicitly in the experiments by Nakamura and
colleagues,34 it is still worthy of in-depth nonadiabatic
dynamics simulations, which are expected to provide valuable
insights into near-future experimental exploration. Clearly, the
E11 excitation of the SWNT, ca. 0.60 eV at the HSE06 level, will
promote an electron to its lowest conduction band and leave a
hole in its highest valence band. According to the PDOS results
in Fig. 1a, it is evident that the highest valence band has two
close states, i.e., state-710 and state-711, both of which are
lower than the HOMO state of the polymer. Consequently, these
three states are included in the hole transfer simulation and
state-710 is chosen as the initial hole state.

As shown in Fig. S7b (ESI†), the intra-band hole transfer
dynamics is very fast because both state-710 and state-711 are
energetically close to each other. The hole population of state-
710 quickly decays to state-711 within ca. 10 fs. However, the
subsequent inter-band hole transfer from state-711 to state-712
takes a much longer time. The number of holes left in the SWNT
as a function of time is shown in Fig. 4b. By fitting the residual
holes in the SWNT, the inter-band hole decay time, i.e., from the
SWNT component to the polymer component, is estimated to be
24 ps, which is about two orders of magnitude higher than that
of the corresponding electron transfer process discussed above.

It is evident that the interfacial electron and hole transfer
processes in the coronene-based polymer-encapsulated-SWNT
hybrid system are not only opposite spatially but also have
quite different carrier transfer rates, which is similar to the
previous studies.68,69 The above simulations show that the
electron transfer process is driven by polymer excitation and
takes place from the polymer to the SWNT in an ultrafast way,
which is estimated to be 371 fs. In contrast, the hole transfer

Fig. 3 PBE + D3 calculated time-dependent energies of adiabatic states
from 710 to 719 along the 2 ps molecular dynamics trajectory of the
polymer@SWNT model.

Fig. 4 Time-dependent population of the electrons remaining on the polymer coronene moiety (a), and the holes on the SWNT moiety (b) in the
nonadiabatic dynamics simulations.
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process is two orders of magnitude slower, i.e., 24 ps, after the
SWNT photoexcitation. To uncover the underlying reasons lead-
ing to such different rates, we first analyze the densities of the
acceptor states. In the electron transfer process, there are six
acceptor states from the SWNT, which are below the LUMO state
of the polymer as demonstrated by the calculated PDOS in
Fig. 1a, whereas there is essentially one acceptor state, i.e., the
HOMO state, for the interfacial hole transfer from the VBM state
of the SWNT. This could somewhat induce a faster electron
transfer. Furthermore, inter-state couplings and energy gaps are
also two vital factors to control the nonadiabatic transition in the
electron and hole transfer dynamics according to the equation of
motion of Tully’s fewest surface-hopping approaches. Thus, it is
insightful to analyze the distribution of these two important
quantities in the trajectory. Fig. 5 shows the 2-dimensional
distribution of the energy differences between the LUMO and
state-718 (electron transfer), and between state-711 and state-712
(hole transfer). It is apparent that the overwhelming majority of
the energy differences in the electron transfer process is smaller
than 2 kcal mol�1 although there is a wide distribution of up to
8 kcal mol�1. This point is also seconded by the calculated
averaged energy difference of 2.5 kcal mol�1. In stark contrast,
the energy differences in the hole transfer are relatively larger
although there is a similar distribution width like that in the
electron transfer. The corresponding averaged value is predicted
to be 5.0 kcal mol�1 along the trajectory. It is known that the
inter-state couplings are reversely proportional to the energy
gaps involved. Thus, one can see large nonadiabatic couplings
in the electron transfer dynamics with an estimated averaged
coupling value of 4.1 kcal mol�1. However, the couplings are very
smaller in the hole transfer with an averaged coupling value of
0.2 kcal mol�1. Taking these three factors together, it is reason-
able that the electron transfer is quite faster than the hole
transfer as observed in the dynamics simulations.

Conclusions

In summary, we have used DFT calculations to study the effects
of different polymerization degrees of coronene molecules

encapsulated in a (19,0) SWNT on the interfacial properties of
the formed heterojunctions. The present results show that
polymerization can be used as an efficient regulating
strategy to tune appropriately the energy-level alignment of
the individual components of heterojunctions. For example,
the constructed monomer- and dimer-encapsulated SWNTs
belong to type-I heterojunctions, in which the interfacial
excitation energy is more likely to occur. However, upon
increasing the polymerization degree, type-II heterojunctions
appear, for instance, trimer- and polymer-encapsulated SWNTs.
In these type-II ones, it is obvious that interfacial charge carrier
transfer processes are more likely to occur. In addition, we have
explored the light-induced interfacial carrier dynamics of the
polymer-encapsulated SWNT heterojunctions with DFT-based
time-domain nonadiabatic carrier dynamics simulations. It is
found that the interfacial electron and hole transfer processes
occur in opposite directions and at different rates. The electron
transfer from the polymer component to the SWNT component
is ultrafast and is completed within ca. 370 fs. In contrast, the
SWNT-to-polymer hole transfer is two orders of magnitude
slower, which is mainly ascribed to the fewer acceptor states,
larger energy differences and smaller inter-state couplings
between the donor and the acceptor states. Finally, the
present work suggests a new avenue to regulate the interfacial
properties of molecular-encapsulated SWNT heterojunctions,
e.g., from type-I to type-II. These interesting findings could
provide significant information for developing high-quality
photovoltaic and optoelectronic devices based on carbon-
based hybrid nanomaterials.
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